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ABSTRACT: Different water-soluble sodium compounds (NaCl,
Na2CO3, and NaOH) were used to treat Shengli lignite, and the
resulting effects on the microstructure and combustion perform-
ance of the coal were investigated. The results showed that
Na2CO3 and NaOH had a significant impact on combustion
performance of lignite, while NaCl did not. The Na2CO3-treated
lignite showed two distinct weight-loss temperature regions, and
after NaOH treatment, the main combustion peak of the sample
moved to the high temperature. This indicates that both Na2CO3
and NaOH can inhibit the combustion of lignite, with the latter
showing a greater effect. The FT-IR/XPS results revealed that Na+

interacted with the oxygen-containing functional groups in lignite
to form a “−COONa” structure during the Na2CO3 and NaOH treatments. It is deduced that the inhibitory effect on combustion of
lignite may be attributed to the stability of the “−COONa” structure, and the relative amount is directly correlated with the
inhibitory effect. The XRD/Raman analysis indicated that the stability of the aromatic structure containing “−COOH” increased
with the number of “−COONa” structures formed. Additionally, experiments with carboxyl-containing compounds further
demonstrated that the number of oxygen-containing functional groups combined with Na was the main reason for the differences in
the combustion performance of treated lignite.

1. INTRODUCTION

Low-rank coal makes up a large proportion of China’s coal
reserves. As a typical low-rank coal, the development and
utilization of lignite, which has large reserves, occurred
relatively late.1,2 In addition to a complex structure, well-
developed voids, and a high water content, lignite contains
much higher amounts of volatile matter and oxygen-containing
functional groups.3−5 These compositional and structural
characteristics make it remarkably easy for lignite to react
with oxygen during the processes of mining, storage, and
transportation. If the heat from this reaction cannot be
discharged in time, it can result in spontaneous combustion,6

which not only wastes coal resources but also greatly limits the
effective utilization of lignite. Therefore, it is crucial to select
appropriate treatment methods to inhibit the spontaneous
combustion of lignite.
To date, there has been plenty of literature on the topic of

inhibiting the spontaneous combustion of coal,7,8 such as
through sorting and stacking coal with different particle sizes,
as well as reducing the stacking height, which can extend the
spontaneous combustion cycle of coal and reduce the risk of
spontaneous combustion.9 Cheng et al.10 reported a smart gel
with good thermal stability as well as good adhesion and

swelling properties at high temperature. This type of gel can be
used to inhibit the spontaneous combustion of coal by
covering its surface, thereby significantly reducing not only the
temperature of the fire source, but also the heat and CO
generated from the combustion. Alternatively, chemical
treatment methods are often used to change the composition
of coal and consume its surface-active sites, thereby reducing
the heat released during combustion. Some inhibitors, such as
NaCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2, can effectively prevent contact
between the coal and oxygen, as well as remove some of the
heat accumulated during spontaneous combustion.11−14

However, due to the flow of air and moisture evaporation, it
is difficult to maintain the long-term inhibitory effect.15 Other
inhibitors include oxidants such as permanganate, perchlorate,
and peroxide,16 ionic liquids,17−19 and inorganic salts such as
Na3PO4 and Mg(Ac)2.

20 The inhibitors can interact with active
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functional groups on the coal surface to reduce the number of
active groups or inhibit free radical reactions. However, due to
the complexity of the coal structure, different coal types have
different distributions of functional groups,21 which, to a large
extent, is overlooked by the existing literature. Chemical
inhibitors also suffer from certain other disadvantages; for
example, when combined with certain types of coals, their
inhibitory effects may become unstable,22 and some are likely
to cause undesirable chemical contamination.23

Alongside the aforementioned inhibitors, treatment with
alkaline compounds such as NaOH has been widely employed
as an efficient chemical purification method for lignite, as it can
significantly alter the structural characteristics of lignite. This
includes modifying the pore distribution on the coal surface,
reducing the specific surface area, and removing some of the
oxygen-containing functional groups and minerals in the coal,
which reduces environmental pollution.24 Moreover, alkaline
treatment can reduce the reactivity and increase the ignition
temperature of lignite.25,26 The alkaline treatment methods
reported in the literature mostly used NaOH, with the Na
contained therein playing a key role; hence, the status of
sodium in lignite will directly affect its thermochemical
reaction performance. For instance, the pyrolysis performance
of Victoria lignite was mainly affected by the presence of
sodium carboxylate.27,28 Most of the sodium in Australian
high-salt coal exists in the form of water-soluble NaCl, and
there is also a large amount of sodium carboxylate present,
with a decomposition temperature range of 500−550 °C.29 As
an alkali metal ion, the sodium ion can exchange with lignite to
form a sodium carboxylate structure that will affect the
pyrolysis behavior of the coal.27,28 The sodium in coal from
Wucai Bay, Xinjiang in China mainly exists in the form of
water-soluble sodium compounds and the organic sodium
present therein mainly exists in the form of carboxylate. The
composition of water-soluble and organic sodium in this coal
varies under the effects of pyrolysis temperature.30 When the
coal was mixed with aqueous solutions of NaAc and NaHCO3,
the alkalinity of the solution was enhanced and the “−
COONa” structure was detected in the coal, indicating that
this structure inhibits the decomposition of oxygen-containing
groups during pyrolysis.31 In addition, the combination of
alkali metal ions with organic carboxylic acids as small
molecules can lead to enhanced thermal stability. For instance,
when using sodium, potassium, and magnesium to react with
benzoic acid, it was found that the alkali and alkaline earth
metals resulted in the formation of thermally stable
carboxylates with decomposition temperatures >400 °C.32

A previous study by the authors of this paper33 found that in
the process of treating Shengli lignite with NaOH, the sodium
ions interacted with the oxygen-containing functional groups in
lignite to form a carboxylate-like structure. It is speculated that
the formation of such a structure inhibits the lignite’s
combustion performance.28,32 It is worth noting that alkali
treatment not only affects the types of specific functional
groups in lignite but can also change the number of functional
groups within it and have a significant impact on its
thermochemical reaction characteristics. For instance, the
stability of monosodium terephthalate (NaTP) and disodium
terephthalate (Na2TP) formed by the reaction between NaOH
and the carboxyl groups in terephthalic acid (TP) has been
found to be enhanced. The difference in the number of
functional groups bound to sodium results in different
stabilities between NaTP and Na2TP, with the former having

a much lower decomposition temperature (320 °C) than the
latter (640 °C).34 Additionally, from the results of a research
work,33 it was found that, compared to the untreated Shengli
lignite, combustion hysteresis appears after treatment with
alkali solutions, with the hysteresis phenomenon becoming
more pronounced with increasing alkali concentration.
However, Wang et al.35 studied the effect of different NaOH
concentrations on the oxidation behavior of lignite at low
temperatures (<200 °C) and found that treatment using high
NaOH concentrations significantly reduced the content of
reactive functional groups and inhibited the oxidation behavior
of coal, whereas using low NaOH concentrations increased the
tendency of the coal toward spontaneous combustion.
Similarly, other studies36−38 investigated the tendency toward
spontaneous combustion of Victoria lignite coal samples by
kneading the coal with hydroxides of different alkali and
alkaline earth metals under the action of an external force to
make them denser and more homogenized. The results
indicated that high NaOH concentrations reduced the
tendency toward spontaneous combustion due to the strong
electrostatic interactions with the coal, and that the inhibitory
effect of the hydroxides of different alkali and alkaline earth
metals on the spontaneous combustion of the lignite is in the
order Ca(OH)2 < KOH < NaOH. Low NaOH concentrations,
however, can catalyze the spontaneous combustion by
destroying the hydrogen bond network and inhibiting the
cross-linking reaction. Although these studies have confirmed
that NaOH in sufficient concentrations can interact with
carboxyl functional groups to produce carboxylates with high
thermal stability, lower concentrations of NaOH will result in
different or even completely opposite effects on the oxidation
and combustion properties of coal. This may be due to the
structural complexity of lignite. Therefore, it is necessary to
further study the mechanisms by which sodium acts in the
alkali treatment process as well as the effects of the amount of
bonded state (−COONa) groups on the lignite’s structure and
combustion performance.
Previous studies have mainly focused on the effect of NaOH

treatment on the low-temperature oxidation and combustion
characteristics of lignite, and there is consequently less
literature regarding the treatment of lignite with water-soluble
sodium compounds. Based on the aforementioned literature
and previous experimental results, the present study aims to
investigate the effects of treatment with various water-soluble
sodium compounds, namely NaCl, Na2CO3, and NaOH, on
the microstructure and combustion reaction performance of
Shengli lignite. The structures of the prepared coal samples
were characterized using scanning electron microscopy/energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM−EDS), Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy (XPS), X-ray powder diffraction (XRD), Raman
spectroscopy, and other methods in order to analyze the
changes in the main active functional groups. Thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA) was used to investigate the effects of the
different water-soluble sodium compounds on the combustion
performance of the lignite. Carboxyl-containing compounds
were also used to simulate lignite, which further illustrated the
effect of the bonded state (−COONa) groups on the structure
and combustion performance of lignite. It is hoped that this
research will provide valuable insights into preventing the
spontaneous combustion of lignite coal and toward the safe
and effective utilization of lignite.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1 Preparation of Coal Samples. The lignite samples

used in this study, labeled as SL, were obtained from the
Shengli coalfield in Inner Mongolia, China. The samples were
crushed and sieved. The samples with a particle size of 0.150−
0.180 mm were selected for further treatment.
For the experiments, the lignite was ground to obtain a fine

powder with a particle size of 0.075−0.150 mm, and then dried
(105 °C, 4 h). In order to eliminate the influence of minerals
during the experiment, the lignite was demineralized using
hydrochloric acid- and hydrofluoric acid-leaching techniques
prior to the experiments, as follows: first, SL was mixed with
18.5% HCl at a ratio of 1 g: 10 mL (coal/solution) with
stirring at room temperature for 24 h. The slurry was vacuum
filtered, further washed continuously with deionized water
until the filtrate contains no Cl−, and dried at 105 °C for 4 h.
The resulting sample was denoted as SLM. SLM was mixed
with HF at a ratio of 1 : 6 (w/v) and stirred for 24 h. The
mixture was rinsed repeatedly with deionized water until the
filtrate contains no F− (CaCl2). Finally, the demineralized solid
sample was dried, and denoted as SL+.
ICP (inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrom-

etry system, Optima 7000, PerkinElmer) was used to
determine the main metal ions of the inherent minerals of
lignite as shown in Table 1. Compared to SL, the content of

metal ions in SL+ was significantly lower, confirming that most
of the inherent minerals within the latter were leached by HCl
and HF, the sodium component dropped from 0.58 to 0.00%,
and almost all the sodium component was eluted.
SL+ was added separately to 1 mol/L solutions of three

water-soluble sodium compoundsNaCl, Na2CO3, and
NaOHin a ratio of 1 g: 10 mL, and the resulting slurries
were stirred at room temperature for 4 h, then filtered and
further washed with distilled water. This rinsing procedure was
repeated until the pH of the filtrate became constant. The
obtained solids were placed in an oven at 105 °C to dry for 4 h.
The samples were denoted as SL+-NaCl, SL+-Na2CO3, and
SL+-NaOH, respectively. The results from the main metal ions,
and from proximate and ultimate analyses of the tested samples
are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows that the Na

content in SL+-NaCl was almost 0.0%, while the Na contents
in SL+-Na2CO3 and SL+-NaOH were 5.62 and 6.48%,
respectively. Table 2 shows that the ash content in SL+-NaCl
changed little relative to SL+, while the ash content in SL+-
Na2CO3 and SL+-NaOH increased by about 14 and 21%
relative to SL+. Ultimate analysis shows that the carbon
content of the samples after NaCl and Na2CO3 treatment
decreased slightly, and the oxygen content increased slightly,
while the carbon content of the sample after NaOH treatment
increased, and the oxygen content decreased. The content of
other elements did not change much.

2.2 NaOH Treatment of Carboxylic Compounds.
Trimesic acid (TMA) was used as the carboxylic compound.
A certain amount of TMA was mixed in a stoichiometric ratio
with NaOH solutions of different concentrations (1, 2, and 3
mol/L). The solutions were stirred for a certain period of time
until well mixed, then dried at 105 °C to obtain the samples,
which were labeled as STMA-1, STMA-2, and STMA-3.

2.3 Characterization of Coal Samples. For the SEM−
EDS measurements, a Phenom ProX field emission electron
microscope equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray
spectrometer (Phenom-World, Netherlands) was used to test
the surface morphologies and perform semiquantitative
microchemical analysis of the coal samples. The acceleration
voltage, magnification, and resolution of the instrument were
5−15 kV, 80−150,000×, and 2.5 nm, respectively.
The FT-IR spectra were recorded with the KBr pellet

technique using a NEXUS 6700 infrared spectrometer
(Nicolet, USA). The detection range was from 4000 to 400
cm−1 with a resolution of 4 cm−1.
For XPS measurements, an ESCALAB 250Xi instrument

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was used. The X-ray source
was an Al Kα target, and the energy range and calibration
standard used were 0−1350 eV and C 1s, respectively (284.6
eV).
The XRD measurements were performed on a SmartLab 9

kW instrument (Rigaku, Japan) equipped with a highly
sensitive D/teX Ultra 250 detection system and Cu Kα
radiation (45 kV, 200 mA). Powder XRD patterns of the
samples were recorded from 5 to 90° in the 2θ range. The
scanning speed was 2°/min.
Raman spectroscopy was performed on an inVia microscope

(Renishaw, UK). The laser wavelength was 532 nm and the
power of the laser was 0.3 mW. The spectrum was recorded in
the range of 120−4000 cm−1.

2.4 Combustion Performance (TGA) Tests. A HCT-4
simultaneous thermal analyzer (Beijing Hengjiu, China) was
used to test the combustion performance of the coal samples,
with the experimental procedure as follows: 15−20 mg of the
sample was placed at the bottom of an alumina crucible. The
heating rate was set at 10 °C/min, and the temperature was in

Table 1. Metal Ion Content in the Coal Samples

content/wt %

samples Al3+ Na+ Ca2+ Si4+ Fen+ K+ Mnn+

SL 2.40 0.58 0.41 3.11 0.11 0.08 0.06
SL+ 0.11 0.00 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00
SL+-NaCl 0.14 0.01 0.03 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00
SL+-Na2CO3 0.12 5.62 0.02 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00
SL+-NaOH 0.13 6.48 0.01 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 2. Proximate and Ultimate Analyses of the Base SL+ and Treated Samplesa

proximate analysis (wt %) ultimate analysis(wt %, daf)

samples Ad Vdaf FCd C H N S O*

SL 10.97 43.25 50.52 64.69 4.02 1.00 2.03 28.26
SL+ 0.79 46.17 53.41 69.74 4.38 0.96 1.64 23.28
SL+-NaCl 1.35 45.18 54.08 67.24 4.37 0.98 1.53 25.88
SL+-Na2CO3 15.72 50.82 41.45 66.28 5.00 0.98 1.51 26.23
SL+-NaOH 21.48 46.68 41.87 72.71 5.73 0.97 1.67 18.92

ad, dried basis. daf, dried ash-free basis.* by difference.
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the range from ambient to 900 °C. The air flow rate during the
experiment was set at 100 mL/min.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Treatment of Lignite with Soluble Sodium-
Containing Compounds. 3.1.1. Combustion Performance.
Figure 1 shows the TG/DTG curves of base SL+ as well as the
samples treated with soluble sodium-containing compounds.
As the figure shows, the combustion performance of SL+-NaCl
was close to that of SL+, whereas those for SL+-Na2CO3 and
SL+-NaOH were significantly different. Figure 1a shows that
the weight-loss temperature region of the SL+ and SL+-NaCl
coal samples was 200−600 °C, whereas SL+-Na2CO3 and SL+-
NaOH had weight-loss temperature ranges of 200−550 °C and
650−800 °C, respectively. As Figure 1b shows, the maximum
combustion rate of SL+ occurred at 493 °C. After being treated
with NaCl, this temperature slightly shifted to a lower value.
However, the SL+-Na2CO3 and SL+-NaOH samples showed
different behaviors, for the former, with their weight loss
mainly concentrated in two temperature ranges, these ranges
corresponded to maximum combustion rates at 438 °C and
758 °C, respectively, whereas for the latter, the weight loss was
almost entirely concentrated within the second temperature
range, which had a maximum combustion rate at 763 °C. It is
considered that the reactions before 500 °C were caused by the
combustion of the inherent organic structure in the coal
sample, while the reactions occurring in the range of 700−800
°C mainly corresponded to the combustion or decomposition
of the “−COONa” structure formed by the action of sodium
and carboxyl functional groups in the coal sample. Figure 1a
also shows that the residual ash of SL+ and SL+-NaCl was not
significantly different, indicating the Na-containing component
was not retained in the coal samples. However, the residual ash
after combustion of SL+-Na2CO3 and SL

+-NaOH was about 16
and 22% higher, respectively, than that of SL+, indicating the
presence of Na-containing components in the two coal
samples. Moreover, the content of the Na-containing
component in SL+-NaOH was higher than that in SL+-

Na2CO3. This was basically consistent with the results shown
in Tables 1 and 2. These results indicate that the neutral NaCl
does not significantly alter the combustion properties of SL+,
whereas the weakly alkaline Na2CO3 and strongly alkaline
NaOH solutions do, with the latter producing a more obvious
change following treatment.

3.1.2 SEM−EDS Analysis. Figure 2 shows the SEM images
of the base SL+ and treated samples. As the figure shows, the
SL+ sample had a lamellar structure with irregular edges and
greater numbers of larger-sized particles. Following NaCl
treatment, the number of larger-sized particles decreased and
that of smaller-sized particles increased, while exhibiting a
structure similar to SL+. In SL+-Na2CO3, the number of small
particles increased further, and a slight agglomeration
phenomenon was observed. SL+-NaOH, on the other hand,
showed more obvious agglomeration, with some blocks being
denser. EDS analysis of the coal samples (Table 3) reveals that

no sodium was present in the coal samples after NaCl
treatment, but sodium was present in the Na2CO3- and
NaOH-treated samples. Additionally, the weight percent of Na
in SL+-NaOH was higher than that of SL+-Na2CO3, this was
consistent with the ICP characterization results. These results
indicate that the coal samples treated with NaCl solution do
not retain any sodium, whereas those treated with the Na2CO3
and NaOH solutions do, with the sodium content of the latter
being higher.

3.1.3 FT-IR Analysis. The variations in functional groups of
the treated coal samples were mainly concentrated in the

Figure 1. Combustion properties of the base SL+ and treated samples: (a) TG; (b) DTG.

Figure 2. SEM micrographs of (a) SL+, (b) SL+-NaCl, (c) SL+-Na2CO3, and (d) SL+-NaOH.

Table 3. EDS Results for the Base SL+ and Treated Samples

elemental composition/wt %

samples C O N S Na

SL+ 69.63 27.29 2.32 0.76 0
SL+-NaCl 68.67 27.85 2.80 0.68 0
SL+-Na2CO3 64.78 26.08 3.04 0.58 5.52
SL+-NaOH 66.13 24.25 2.87 0.35 6.40
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2000−600 cm−1 wavenumber range (Figure 3b). The peak at
1705 cm−1 was attributed to the symmetrical stretching
vibrations of −CO in the carboxyl group.32 SL+ showed
an obvious absorption peak at this position, which did not
change significantly following NaCl treatment. However, the
adsorption peak was significantly weakened after Na2CO3 and
NaOH treatment, indicating that both of these compounds can
reduce the number of carboxyl groups in coal samples. In
addition, the absorption peak at 1607 cm−1 for both SL+ and
SL+-NaCl, which is attributed to the asymmetric stretching
vibration of −COO, shifted to 1576 cm−1 for SL+- Na2CO3
and SL+-NaOH, and the symmetric stretching vibration
absorption peak of −COO appeared at 1383 cm−1.33 The
relatively strong asymmetric stretching vibrations in the
wavenumber range of 1610−1550 cm−1 and the relatively
weak symmetric stretching vibrations near 1400 cm−1 confirm
the presence of carboxylate.32,39 Owing to the interactions
between the complex oxygen-containing functional groups in
low-rank coal, the tensile vibrations of the C−O bond formed

by the delocalization of the C−O and CO bands in the
carboxyl structure are not obvious.39−41 In addition, the Na+ of
Na2CO3 and NaOH may convert the −COO on the surface of
SL+ into a resonance configuration; consequently, the
absorption peaks near 1570 and 1400 cm−1 correspond to
the asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of the “−
COONa” configuration, respectively. These results demon-
strate that the Na+ in NaCl solution will not interact with the
carboxyl functional groups in the coal, whereas those in
Na2CO3 and NaOH can react with these to form a “−
COONa” structure.

3.1.4 XPS Analysis. XPS characterization was performed on
coal samples to analyze the variations in the chemical state of
the surface elements of the base SL+ and treated samples, and
the XPS spectra of sodium benzoate and sodium acetate was
used for comparison (Figure 4). In Figure 4a, the peaks with
binding energies around 283 and 531 eV are attributed to the
characteristic peaks of C 1s and O 1s, respectively, while that
around 1071 eV corresponds to that of Na 1s. The SL+-NaCl

Figure 3. FT-IR spectra of the base SL+ and treated samples in the wavenumber ranges of (a) 4000−500 and (b) 2000−600 cm−1.

Figure 4. XPS spectra of the base SL+ and treated samples: (a) full spectra; (b) Na 1s spectra.

Figure 5. XRD patterns of the base SL+ and treated samples: (a) XRD patterns of coal samples; (b) peak-fitting diagram for SL+-NaCl.
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only shows the characteristic peaks of C and O elements, while
SL+-Na2CO3 and SL+-NaOH show the characteristic peaks of
Na in addition. The Na 1s spectra are shown in Figure 4b,
where it can be seen that the binding energy positions of the
characteristic peaks of Na in the SL+-Na2CO3 and SL+-NaOH
samples are similar to those of sodium benzoate (1071.6 eV)
and sodium acetate (1071.8 eV), indicating the bonding state
of surface sodium and oxygen-containing functional groups of
the two treated coal samples is similar to that of the “−
COONa” configuration, which is consistent with the infrared
characterization results.
In addition, Origin 8.5 data analysis software (OriginLab)

was used to integrate the Na 1s peaks of the SL+-Na2CO3 and
SL+-NaOH samples. The results indicated that the relative
percentage of the “−COONa” configuration in the former was
nearly 40% less than in the latter, indicating that sodium
compounds with different properties form different amounts of
“−COONa” with SL+. The difference in the number of “−
COONa” is also the main reason for the difference in
combustion properties. Similar to the FT-IR results shown
earlier, the XPS results further indicate that the Na+ in NaCl
solution will not interact with the carboxyl functional groups in
the coal, whereas those from the Na2CO3 and NaOH solutions
can form “−COONa” structure, with the number of such
structures formed depending on the specific properties of the
treating solution.
3.1.5 XRD Analysis. Figure 5 shows the XRD patterns of the

base SL+ and treated coal samples. As the figure shows, each
sample clearly showed a wide diffraction peak in the range of
10−35°, indicating that the prepared coal was amorphous. As
shown in Table 3, the SEM−EDS results indicated that sodium
was present in the SL+-Na2CO3 and SL+-NaOH samples, but
no characteristic peaks of sodium compounds were observed in
the XRD pattern, implying that these compounds were either
highly dispersed or bonded with organic oxygen-containing
functional groups. The diffraction peak in the range of 10−35°
is formed through the superposition of two peaks of γ and
(002),42,43 where the latter peak is located between 20 and
35°, corresponding to the distance between the spatial
arrangement of the carbon network layer in the aromatic
ring and the aromatic ring layer. The (002) peak of the coal
samples is close to that of natural graphite (26°),44 indicating
that the lignite contains a certain amount of graphite-like
structures. Peak fitting was performed on the diffraction peaks
shown in Figure 5a (an example fitting diagram for the SL+-
NaCl sample is shown in Figure 5b), and the Bragg and
Scherrer equations43 were used to calculate the microcrystal-
line structural parameters of the coal sample such as the
interplanar spacing of the aromatic layer, d002, the size of the
aromatic sheet layer, La, and the number of effective aromatic
sheet layers, N. The results are shown in Table 4, where it can
be seen that the interlayer spacing of the aromatic structures in

the coal sample is larger than that of graphite (0.34 nm),45

indicating that the coal samples have a low degree of
graphitization and fewer microcrystalline structures. Compared
to SL+, the position of the (002) peak and the d002 of the SL

+-
NaCl only changed slightly, whereas the d002 of the SL+-
Na2CO3 and SL+-NaOH samples was significantly reduced;
additionally, the value of La and N both increased. These
results indicate the “−COOH” on the aromatic structure
formed “−COONa” with Na, which affected the aromatic
structure containing “−COOH”, changed the order tropism of
carbon in the coal, and further affected the reactivity of the
aromatic structure. In conjunction with the FT-IR and XPS
characterization results seen earlier, it may be inferred that the
formation of a “−COONa” structure in the coal sample leads
to the stabilization of the “−COOH” aromatic structure,
thereby reducing its combustion reaction performance, and
that the more “−COONa” present, the more stable the
aromatic structure connected to it.

3.1.6 Raman Analysis. In order to further investigate the
variations in the microstructure of the coal samples, Raman
spectroscopy was carried out on the base SL+ and treated
samples. Figure 6a shows that the Raman spectra within the
wavenumber range of 800−1800 cm−1 possessed two obvious
characteristic peaks: the D peak located in the 1340−1380
cm−1 band, which is attributed to the presence of in-plane
defects or heteroatoms such as vacancies, oxygen-containing
groups, and other functional groups,46,47 and the G peak in the
1580−1600 cm−1 band, which is attributed to the strong
chemical bond formed by sp2 hybridization of carbon atoms48

and is largely caused by the graphite structure. In order to
obtain the accurate positions and some of the important
parameters related to the D and G peaks, a 4-peak Gaussian fit
was performed on the Raman spectra49 (Figure 6b shows a
representative fitting diagram for the SL+ sample), with the
results shown in Table 4. Compared to SL+, the positions of
the D1 and G peaks of the SL+-NaCl sample were basically
unchanged, while those of SL+-Na2CO3 and SL

+-NaOH shifted
to lower wavenumbers, with the latter showing a more
pronounced shift. The shifts in the positions of the D1 and G
peaks are mainly caused by changes in the functional groups of
the coal samples.50 These results further indicate that the
sodium, along with some of the organic matter (mainly
oxygen-containing functional groups) in the coal formed a new
structure during the treatment of SL+ with the Na2CO3 and
NaOH solutions. This finding is consistent with the FT-IR and
XPS results presented earlier. In addition, the ratio of the areas
of the D1 and G peaks, ID1/IG, represents the degree of growth
of aromatic rings, and increases with increasing degree of
disorder.51,52 Table 5 shows that the ID1/IG of SL+-NaCl
changed only slightly relative to SL+, while those of the SL+-
Na2CO3 and SL+-NaOH decreased significantly, with the latter
showing the larger discrepancy with SL+. This is due to the fact
that in the NaOH treatment, more sodium ions bonded with
organic functional groups compared to the Na2CO3 treatment,
which lowered the degree of disorder of the sample to a larger
extent and increased the stability of the aromatic structure
containing “−COOH”. Additionally, the crystal sizes of the
microcrystalline planes, La, of the coal sample were calculated
according to the intensities of the D1 and G bands of the
Raman spectra,53 which showed that La increased with the
alkalinity of the water-soluble sodium compounds. These
results are consistent with the XRD characterization results
discussed earlier.

Table 4. Structural Parameters of the Carbon-Containing
Microcrystalline Structure in the Base SL+ and Treated
Samples

samples 2θ (002)/° d002/nm La/nm N

SL+ 22.58 0.3935 1.512 2.760
SL+-NaCl 22.69 0.3916 1.562 2.834
SL+-Na2CO3 23.75 0.3743 1.673 2.950
SL+-NaOH 23.95 0.3712 1.861 3.070
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3.2 Simulated Lignite with Carboxylic Compound.
The results presented thus far indicate that the “−COONa”
structure formed by the carboxyl functional groups under the
action of sodium ions can inhibit the combustion of lignite.
Furthermore, the inhibitory effect is directly correlated with
the number of “−COONa” present. Therefore, in order to
further investigate the influence of the number of “−COONa”
on combustion performance of lignite, the STMA-1, STMA-2,
and STMA-3 samples (obtained by treating TMA with NaOH,
as described in Section 2.2) were used.
3.2.1 FT-IR Analysis. Figure 7 shows the infrared spectra of

the STMA samples, where it can be seen that the functional
groups of the sample mainly change in the wavenumber range
of 2000−400 cm−1. TMA has an obvious carboxyl −CO
vibration absorption peak at 1720 cm−1, which gradually
decreases with increasing NaOH concentration. Once the
concentration of NaOH reaches 3 mol/L, this peak basically
disappears, indicating that the Na+ in 3 mol/L NaOH can
completely replace the hydrogen ions in the carboxyl group.
Similar to the lignite samples treated with Na2CO3 and NaOH,
the characteristic peaks for the −COO asymmetric and
symmetric stretching vibrations of carboxylate appear at 1565
and 1370 cm−1 after treating TMA with NaOH, and become

more obvious with increasing NaOH concentration. The peak
at 613 cm−1 was attributed to the twisting vibrations of
carboxyl −CO, which is consistent with the variation of the
absorption peak of the carboxyl group at 1720 cm−1. With the
increase in the NaOH concentration of the STMA samples,
this peak weakens, disappearing completely in STMA-3. The
peaks at 775 and 715 cm−1 result from the variable-angle
vibrations of carboxylate, and their variation is consistent with
those at 1565 and 1370 cm−1. The absorption peaks at 775 and
715 cm−1 appear after NaOH treatment, becoming more
prominent as the NaOH concentration increases.

3.2.2 Combustion Performance. Figure 8 shows the
combustion performance curves of the STMA samples,
where it can be seen that the main combustion peak of
TMA is at ∼380 °C. For STMA-1, two additional combustion
peaks appear at ∼440 and ∼480 °C, with the latter being the
main peak. For STMA-2, the combustion peak at ∼380 °C
disappears and the main combustion peak at ∼480 °C
weakens, while a new peak appears at ∼560 °C. For STMA-
3, only one combustion peak appears, at 558 °C. In
conjunction with the FT-IR results, further analysis indicates
that the carboxyl functional groups in STMA-3 bind the most
sodium ions, which are believed to be mainly trisodium
trimellitate. The combustion peaks of STMA-1 and STMA-2 in
the temperature range of 420−550 °C are considered to be the
main combustion peaks of the mixture of monosodium and
disodium salts of TMA, which is similar to the TG results in
the literature for mixtures of NaTP and Na2TP prepared by
adding different concentrations of NaOH to TP, as mentioned
earlier.51 Accordingly, it may be inferred that the peaks around
440, 480, and 560 °C correspond to the main combustion
peaks of monosodium, disodium, and trisodium salts of TMA,

Figure 6. Raman spectra of base SL+ and treated samples: (a) Raman spectra of coal samples; (b) peak-fitting diagram for SL+.

Table 5. Parameters Obtained by Peak Fitting for the Base
SL+ and Treated Samples

samples D1/cm
−1 G/cm−1 ID1/IG La/nm

SL+ 1375 1595 0.8984 5.507
SL+-NaCl 1375 1595 0.8892 5.574
SL+-Na2CO3 1368 1588 0.7663 6.467
SL+-NaOH 1356 1587 0.7484 6.622

Figure 7. FT-IR spectra of the TMA and STMA samples in the wavenumber ranges of (a) 4000−400; (b) 2000−400 cm−1.
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respectively. The results are consistent with the changes in the
combustion performance of lignite treated with different
sodium compounds seen earlier in Section 3.1.1, further
indicating that the higher the relative amount of “−COONa”
formed, the greater the inhibitory effect on the combustion of
lignite.
3.3 Verification Experiment. The above results were

based on demineralized coal. In order to verify the effect of
water-soluble sodium compound treatment on the combustion
performance of lignite (SL), the same method as discussed
before was used to conduct experiments on the action of
Na2CO3 and NaOH on lignite. The results show that its
combustion performance (Figure 9) is consistent with that of
demineralized coal, which further illustrates that this treatment

method is of practical significance for inhibiting the
spontaneous combustion of lignite in reality.

3.4 Formation of “−COONa” in Coal Samples and the
Mechanism of Action. As seen from the FT-IR and XPS
results shown earlier, Na2CO3 and NaOH interact with the
carboxyl functional groups in lignite to form different amounts
of “−COONa” structure, the relative amount of which is
directly correlated with the inhibition of lignite combustion.
The reactions undergone by the lignite are similar to the
formation of NaTP or Na2TP from the interactions between
the carboxyl group in TP and Na+ ions.34 They are also similar
to the results for the STMA samples in Section 3.2. Combining
the results obtained from this study, a possible structure-
reaction relationship for the combustion of the Shengli lignite

Figure 8. Combustion performance of TMA and STMA samples: (a) TG; (b) DTG.

Figure 9. Combustion properties of the base SL and treated samples: (a) TG; (b) DTG.

Figure 10. Structure−combustion performance relationship of the coal samples treated with different water-soluble sodium compounds.
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treated with different water-soluble sodium compounds is
proposed based on the complex structure of the lignite
samples, as shown in Figure 10. The lignite samples treated
with Na2CO3 and NaOH showed two weight-loss stages
during the combustion process, which represent the
combustion of different substances. The first of these is mainly
caused by the loss of the inherent organic structure in the
lignite, and the second is due to the combustion or
decomposition of the “−COONa” structure formed in the
lignite. As the relative amounts of “−COONa” formed in the
lignite samples treated with these two compounds are different,
their inhibitory effects on the combustion performance of
lignite are accordingly different as well.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The effects of water-soluble sodium compounds with different
properties on the structure and combustion performance of
Shengli lignite were studied. The inhibitory effect of these
compounds on the combustion performance of Shengli lignite
mainly results from their alkalinity. Neutral NaCl did not cause
significant variations in the combustion performance of the
base lignite (SL+), while the weakly alkaline Na2CO3 and
strongly alkaline NaOH solutions did, of which the latter
showed a stronger inhibitory effect on lignite combustion. The
characterization results indicate that during treatment with
Na2CO3 and NaOH, sodium interacts with the carboxyl
oxygen-containing functional groups in lignite to form a “−
COONa” structure, the higher stability of which leads to a
significant increase in its main combustion temperature, and
that the relative amount of “−COONa” is directly correlated
with the inhibitory effect. The relative amount of “−COONa”
formed by the Na2CO3 treatment was less than that formed by
the NaOH treatment.
The results from this study, by shedding light on the

mechanisms of lignite treatment by alkaline solutions, are of
practical significance toward inhibiting the spontaneous
combustion of lignite in real-world situations and thereby
boosting its safe and effective utilization.
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